AdapteCCa and Climate-ADAPT
two CONNECTED European
adaptation platforms

Did you know?
The National Platform for Adaptation to Climate Change AdapteCCa
and the European platform Climate-ADAPT are linked
through a series of practical cases:

They are experiences, initiatives and/or
projects that are intended to prepare
or set in motion actions speciﬁcally
for adapting to climate change.

WHAT
DOES THIS MEAN?

They are very useful for explaining the policy
and actions for adaptation and for promoting
them in the regions through the participation
of the main actors (public bodies, citizens, etc.)

Climate-ADAPT selects some

AdapteCCa also selects practical cases from

practical cases included in
AdapteCCa and adds them
directly to its website. These
cases are marked on the map:

Climate-ADAPT and also includes them in
its practical case module. These are projects
ﬁnanced by European funding or LIFE projects.
These cases are shown on the map:

THE RESULT
OF THIS CONNECTION

An exchange of
inspirational experiences

Shared knowledge
and good practices,

Discover outstanding
examples that help to

in adaptation between
different European
countries

to strengthen coordination
and cooperation between
both platforms

develop the
European Adaptation
Strategy 2O21
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WAS THIS CONNECTION MADE?
ROAD MAP / STEPS TAKEN

The LIFE SHARA project, ﬁrst of all, reviewed
the methodology applied by Climate-ADAPT
to select its case studies. It has 11 selection
criteria, where the ﬁrst 3 are criteria for
exclusion or inclusion:
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INSPIRATION

■

Clear identiﬁcation of each case in
relation with adaptation to climate
change: they must lower vulnerability to
climate change and deal with its impacts.

■

Real application: the cases must already
be started or in operation.

■

Access to the cases and the option to
assess them.

This method was adapted to the speciﬁc
characteristics of the Spanish case.

As the next step, those running
the Spanish platform used the

metadata sheets from
practical cases available
in Climate-ADAPT as
inspiration for describing the
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Spanish cases and used real cases
to test whether the metadata
categories were suited to the
speciﬁc purpose of identifying
examples of good practices.

3
downloads an Excel file from
the Climate-ADAPT website
every day , in which each line of the

INTERCONNECTION

case studies, with a description.

INFORMATION

Finally, to make the connection between
both platforms operational, AdapteCCa

Excel ﬁle contains the information for
each practical case. AdapteCCa then
reads this Excel ﬁle and saves the
information about the practical cases
in its database (creating one if it is new
or updating it if it is already created).

A final case study template
was then prepared for all the Spanish
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